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The invention relates to a bead loom on which a series 
of parallel threads are supported and into which threads, 
beads are interwoven to make various beaded articles. 
Since bead looms are used primarily by children, it is 
desirable that the loom be as inexpensive as possible yet 
perform an effective mounting for the parallel threads 
and having stability in making a beaded article. 

It is an object of the invention to construct a bead loom 
and particularly a frame bent from a single heavy wire or 
rod which loom and frame is simple and inexpensive in 
construction yet affords adequate and efficient mounting 
of the parallel threads and has stability during the bead 
weaving operation. 
Another object of the invention is to construct a bead 

loom frame which constitutes merely a single heavy wire 
or rod which is bent laterally and longitudinally in one 
plane to form ‘a stable base, a retainer or mount for 
thread spacing means, and each end of the frame pro 
viding a spindle for a thread securing and winding roll. 

Other objects of the invention will be more apparent 
from the following description when taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawing illustrating a preferred 
embodiment of the invention in which: 

Figure 1 is a top view of the bead loom; and 
Figure 2 is a side view of the bead loom. 
The bead loom comprises a frame made from a single 

length of wire or rod which is heavy enough for rigidity 
such as 1/8 of an inch in diameter. The frame includes 
a base ill with longitudinal and lateral extending portions 
to give longitudinal and lateral dimension for stability 
of the loom. The base is formed by bending the center 
portion of the wire into any suitable form to form a base 
that has lateral and longitudinally extending portions in 
one or the same plane. The base illustrated is bent into a 
three-sided U-shaped form or into a rectangular or square 
shape 11 from each end of which may extend a longitu 
dinal portion 12. The base has, therefore, both lateral 
and longitudinal portions which give stability in a simply 
constructed form. 
At the outermost end of each longitudinal portion 12 

of the base, that is at the base ends of the frame, the wire 
or rod is bent into an upwardly extending post 14. At 
the upper end of each post, and spaced from the base, the 
wire is bent laterally and horizontally to form a thread 
rest 15. The two rests are parallel or substantially parallel 
to each other and in longitudinal alignment with each 
other. 
At the other end of each thread rest, the wire of the 

frame is bent to extend angularly downwardly and longi 
tudinally outwardly to a point about midway between the 
plane of the base and a plane through the thread rests 
and forms an inclined arm 17. The wire of the frame at 
the other end of each inclined arm is then bent laterally 
and horizontally to form a roll spindle 18. The roll 
spindles are parallel to each other and to the thread rests 
and in longitudinal alignment with each other. Prefer 
ably each end of the roll spindle and hence of the frame 
carries screw threads 19 and receives a wing nut 20 or 
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other securing or clamping means. The threaded end and 
wing nut is merely illustrative of any means carried upon 
the end'of the roll spindle of the frame to retain and clamp 
a thread roll thereon. 
Thread spacer means may be carried by the thread rest 

portion 15 of the ‘frame and preferably the means com 
prises a separate means mounted thereupon. The frame 
described is not formed into a closed loop arrangement so 
that after'the frame has either been bent completely or 
indeed after the horizontal thread rest only of the frame 
is bent, a thread spacer member or means may be mounted 
thereupon. The spacer means particularly illustrated is 
a coil spring 23 surrounding the thread rest and such a 
spring is ?exible enough sogthat it may be manipulated 
or pressed to the thread ‘rest of the frame even after the 
frame is bent with the inclined arm and roll spindle. The 
spring easily negotiates the, two bends between the end of 
the frame and the horizontal thread rest of the frame. 
A thread securing and winding roll 25 is mounted upon 

each roll spindle of the frame, the roll having a hole 
therethrough so that it forms a bearing to receive the 
spindle. The wing nut 20 is then threaded upon the end 
of the spindle and the roll is retained thereby on’ the frame. 
In addition when the wing nut is tightened against the end 
of the roll, the latter is clamped against rotation against 
the inclined arm 17 of the frame engaging the end or face 
of- the roll and the wing nut engaging the other end or 
face of the roll. The loom threads may be secured to the 
roll in any desired fashion such as by a thumb tack; how 
ever, the roll may have a suitable securing means such 
as a projection formed by a nail 26 or other device to 
which the parallel threads may be secured such as by 
tying or wrapping the ends around the same. The thread 
roll may be of any suitable material; however, a roll of 
wood provides an inexpensive roll. 

In using the bead loom a series of threads have their 
ends secured to the pin or nail 26 and one or more threads 
is laid in as many of the guides or grooves formed by the 
coils of the two springs 23 as desired where they ride on 
the thread rest 15' of the frame. Enough horizontal paral 
lel threads are used to give a width conforming with the 
width of the beaded product to be produced. The threads 
also are long enough to at least equal the length of the 
beaded product to be made. The other end of each hori 
zontal parallel thread is secured to the securing means or 
pin 26 carried by the other roll 25 and any excess length 
of the threads is wound thereupon by turning the roll. 
The threads are spaced by the grooves formed by the coils 
of the other spring so that the threads are retained in 
parallel relation in the looming area between the springs 
or the two thread rests of the frame. The roll on which 
the excess thread length is wound is turned to tighten the 
threads and the wing nut is tightened to clamp the roll in 
adjusted position. As the bead work ?lls up the looming 
or weaving area, the beaded work is wound up upon one 
roll as additional length of thread is unwound from the 
other roll and the rolls are again clamped by the wing nuts 
for extending the bead weaving until it is of the desired 
length. 

This invention is presented to ?ll a need for improve 
ments in a bead loom. It is understood that various 
modi?cations in structure, as well as changes in mode of 
operation, assembly, and manner of use, may and often 
do occur to those skilled in the art, especially after ben 
e?ting from the teachings of an invention. Hence, it 
will be understood that this disclosure is illustrative of 
preferred means of embodying the invention is useful 
form by explaining the construction, operation and ad 
vantages thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A bead loom comprising a frame of a single rod 

of bendable material including a base having lateral and 



3 
longitudinal portions-in the same plane with the ends of 
the rod portion which forms the base providing base ends, 
an upwardly extending post integral with each of the base 
ends, a horizontal thread rest integral with the upper end 
of each upwardly extendingppost, and extending laterally, 
an inclined arm extending longitudinally outwardly and 
angularly downwardly from the other end of each hori» 
zontal thread rest and terminating between a plane 
through the base and a plane through the horizontal thread 
rests, and a laterally extending horizontal roll spindle 
integral with ‘the other end of each inclined arm, the roll 
spindles being parallel to each other and in longitudinal 
alignment with the thread rests of the frame; a thread 
roll rotatably mounted on each roll spindle, and means 
on the end of the roll spindle to retain and clamp the 
thread roll thereon. ‘ t , 

2. A bead loom‘ as in claim 1 including thread spacing 
means carried by the horizontal thread rest. 

3. A bead homes in claim 2 in which the thread 
spacing means is a coil springaround the horizontal thread 
rest and having a ?exibility to pass around the bends of 
the frame from the end thereof. , 

4. A head loom comprising a frame of a single rod of 
bendable materialtincluding a base having at least three 
sides in the same plane in rectangular form and a longi 
tudinal extension at each end extending therefrom and 
with the ends of the rod portion which forms the base 
providing base ends, an upwardly extending post integrally 
connected with each of the base ends, a horizontal thread 
rest integral with the upper end of each post and extend 
ing laterally with respect to the base, an inclined arm 
extending longitudinally outwardly and angularly down 
wardly from the other end of each horizontal thread rest 
and terminating between a plane through the base and 
a plane through the horizontal thread rests, and a laterally 
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extending horizontal roll spindle integral with the other 
end of each inclined arm, the roll spindles being parallel 
to each other and in longitudinal alignment with the thread 
rests of the frame; a thread roll rotatably mounted on 
each roll spindle, means providing thread spacers carried 
by the horizontal thread rest, and means on the end of 
each roll spindle to clamp and retain the thread roll 
thereon. 

5. A head loom frame of a single rod of bendable 
material comprising a base having lateral and longitudinal 
portions in the same plane and with the ends of the rod 
portion which forms the base providing base ends, an 
upwardly extending post integrally connected with each 
of the base ends, a horizontal thread rest integral with the 
upper end of each post and extending laterally with respect 
to the post, an inclined arm extending longitudinally out 
wardly and angularly downwardly from the other end of 
each horizontal thread rest and terminating between a 
plane through the base and a plane through the horizontal 
thread rests, and a laterally extending horizontal roll 
spindle integral with the other end of each inclined arm, 
the roll spindles being parallel to each other and in longi 
tudinal alignment with thread rests of the frame, and 
means on the end of each roll spindle to clamp and retain 
a thread roll thereon. 

6. A bead loom frame as in claim 5 in which the base 
has at least three sides of U-shaped form and a longitu 
dinal extension from each end of the U-shaped form. 
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